Excubate delivers new levels of Corporate
Transformation and Innovation in a way
that is second to none
www.excubate.de
WE ARE HIRING
(JUNIOR) CONSULTANT FOR CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP & INNOVATION
ABOUT US
We are a boutique consulting firm and work for global leaders across industries to help their top management
transform their business. We enable corporates to radically innovate like a startup while transforming their core
business to stay relevant in a digitized world. Based on +20 years of cross-industry innovation and startup experience,
we have developed the “Excubation” approach to provide an advanced organizational corporate startup setup
for game changing innovations.

Best of both worlds

Hybrid expertise

Strategy to action

we combine strengths of
corporates and startups

our team has a blend of
startup, corporate and
consulting experience

we are analytically strong and
passionate about
implementation

WHAT YOU’LL BE WORKING ON
▪ You will work with an experienced and highly motivated team and develop product and business model
innovations for large corporates as well as support our clients with digital transformation programs
▪ You will work in close collaboration with our clients of different industries and sizes, many of them large scale
and renowned corporates (DAX, MDAX levels), mostly with international footprint and the chance of working
internationally
▪ Large part of the job will happen on the client site (mostly in Germany) and involve travel, we also run a
substantial part of our activities (more than classic management consulting firms) from our office in Startplatz in
Cologne
WHAT YOU SHOULD BRING
▪ Excellent university degree (Bachelor’s, Master’s, MBA) regardless of fields of study
▪ Relevant internships or up to 2 years of work experience in consulting industry, startups or corporate
environments, affinity with the startup space (e.g. founded own startup, helped a friend founding a startup, etc.)
▪ Highly structured and solution-driven working mode with attention to detail, ability to work collaboratively in
a team, willing to invest into substantial learning experience, business fluent in German and English
WHAT WE OFFER YOU
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Highly professional, motivated and diverse team of consultants with entrepreneurial spirit
Fast growing firm with focus on corporate entrepreneurship and innovation
Steep learning curve, focus on training and personal growth and intense professional development
Inspiring work environment and a fun team and chance to leave your own footprint
Ability to build your personal network and develop into an entrepreneurial role (e.g. as CxO in one of our
corporate startups) within a few years

Excubate GmbH
Im Mediapark 5
50670 Köln
Germany

Please send your application to
join@excubate.de
www.excubate.de

